The Contemporary Learning Hub is proud to present the 2020

THE NEXT STEP
ONLINE FESTIVAL FOR PRIMARY CURRICULUM LEADERS AND EDUCATORS

15th - 1st April 2021
Know the next step to take with your
team and students to improve outcomes
in your school context.
Featuring leading educators including James Anderson, Dr Cam Brooks, Rob Proffitt-White & Dr Paul Swan
The Contemporary Learning Hub is proud to be offering The Next Step Online Festival for Primary Curriculum
Leaders and Educators. The festival brings together leading educators, best practice examples, researchbased pedagogy and practical ideas from educators across Australia and New Zealand. With over 10 hours of
sessions that are offered online live or via on demand recordings, the festival is your answer in 2021 to
helping your teachers and students know the next step they need to take to improve learning outcomes in
your school context.

Join us online from just about anywhere! Festival highlights include:
• The Developing Learner Agency keynote presentation with James Anderson.
James is an internationally recognised researcher, author, trainer and speaker on
Growth Mindsets, Learning Agility, Habits of Mind and Acquisition of Excellence.
• The Greatest HITS session with one of Australia’s leading mathematics educators
Dr Paul Swan. Paul will unpack High Impact Teaching Strategies that you can use
to improve student outcomes in Primary contexts.
• The Words & Actions to promote Mathematical Proficiencies session
with highly respected mathematics educator Rob Proffitt-White.
Rob is joining us online from New Zealand and will share how
you can engage students in deeper learning by making simple
shifts to what you say and do.
• Practical sessions with Curriculum Leaders from a
variety of schools sharing how they are using data
walls and learning progressions to support students
to take their next steps in learning.
• The Creating a Culture of Inquiry session
with Belinda Martin - Head of Curriculum
at Graceville State School. The session will
Festival Access
share examples of what powers up
There is a one cost per school rate
inquiry by unpacking some of the markers
of $250 ex gst. This allows all staff
that create a culture of inquiry in a school.
unlimited access to live and on
• Access to a collection of pre-recorded
demand sessions for a 12 month
sessions exploring effective and research-based
period. Individual registrations are
strategies for teaching mathematics.
available for $180 ex GST.

Register now to access over 10 hours of high quality professional development

Registration via:
www.contemporarylearninghub.com
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ABOUT THE FESTIVAL
The Contemporary Learning Hub is proud to be offering The Next Step Online Festival for Primary Curriculum
Leaders and Educators. The festival brings together leading educators, best practice examples, research-based
pedagogy and practical ideas from educators across Australia and New Zealand. With over 10 hours of sessions
that are offered online live or via on demand recordings, the festival is your answer in 2021 to helping your
teachers and students know the next step they need to take to improve learning outcomes in your school
context.
The program will run over a three week period in March and April with four or more sessions on offer each
week. This year our festival includes a mixture of live and pre-recorded sessions. Every live session is also
available as a recording for twelve months after the festival. Festival participants will receive the links to the
recorded versions of the sessions at the end of each week. This makes the festival a flexible source of high
quality professional development for schools.

HOW TO REGISTER
Registrations for the festival can be made via the
Contemporary Learning Hub site at:

www.contemporarylearninghub.com
The festival has a one cost per school rate of $250 that
enables a school to register and have unlimited members
of staff access festival sessions live or via recording from
multiple locations. There is also an individual registration
rate of $180 for individuals.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK
FROM OUR PAST FESTIVALS
The Infinite Ideas Online Festival has
become the highlight of my year as a
Master Teacher of Maths at Glenmore
State School. If I could only sign up for
one professional development
experience or conference a year, then
Infinite Ideas would be it. Congratulations
on an outstanding resource.
Andrew Orr – Glenmore State School

HOW TO ACCESS THE FESTIVAL
In the week prior to the festival, all registered
participants and schools will receive an email containing
the link and password to the festival site. This site will
contain the links and passwords for each of the live and
recorded sessions. It will also contain information
about how participants can access a test session to test
their connection. This test session will enable our team
to support you prior to the festival to ensure there
won’t be technical issues when you try to access a live
session. All sessions for the festival are recorded so if
you miss a session or have a problem connecting, you
will be able to watch it on demand at the end of the
week. Recordings will be available for twelve months
after the festival.

I want to thank you for a fantastic
festival. I have thoroughly enjoyed the
sessions that I've done so far. I am slowly
working my way through the ones I
missed and will probably revisit a few
sessions again .. and again. I have
gathered so many ideas from the
sessions. My favourite thing from the
festival was the enthusiasm of the
presenters about their topic and their
many ideas that they were so willing to
share. Again thank you and looking
forward to further PD.
Sandy - The Summit State School

www.contemporarylearninghub.com
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Festival Program
The following tables provides an overview of the live and pre-recorded sessions on offer throughout the
festival. Recordings will be made available to participants by 5pm on the Friday of each week. Links to each
live session and recording will be uploaded to the Festival website. A short question time is scheduled for the
end of each live session.
Wk
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Monday
15 March
Words and Actions to
promote mathematical
proficiencies
Rob Proffitt-White
The Learner First

Tuesday
16 March

Wednesday
17 March

Problem Solving &
Reasoning

Developing
Learner Agency

Making the Most of
Warm Ups

James Anderson
Mindful by Design

Dr Paul Swan

3:30 - 4:30pm

Thursday
18 March
Effective Feedback
Processes in the
Classroom
Dr Cam Brooks
University of Queensland
3:30 - 4:30pm

3:30 - 4:30pm
2 x 30 minute
recordings
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22 March
Greatest HITS High Impact Teaching
Strategies
Dr Paul Swan
3:30 - 4:30pm

23 March
Exploration: The Key
to Successful Student
Disposition and
Achievement
Mark Hansen
Sandy Strait SS
3:30 - 4:30pm

3

29 March
Where to next? Steps to take to
move students forward

30 March
The Power of the Wall

Dr Paul Swan

Ann Suthers
Brisbane City
Small Schools Cluster

3:30 - 4:30pm

3:30 - 4:30pm

24 March

25 March

Using Data Walls
in Writing

Creating a
Culture of Inquiry

Jo Klein
Baringa State
Primary School

Belinda Martin
Graceville State
School

3:30 - 4:30pm

3:30 - 4:30pm

31 March
Adopting & adapting
to cater for
diverse needs

1 April
Learning
Progressions
Julie Elder

Rob Proffitt-White
1 hour recording
3 x 20 minute recordings
for P-2, 3-4 & 5-6
leaders and teachers

REGISTER EARLY TO ENTER OUR PRIZE DRAW
Register by Monday 1st March to go into the draw to win one of three
copies of James Anderson’s new The Learning Landscape book.
James is the Keynote Speaker for the festival.
Register at www.contemporarylearninghub.com.
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15

Mar

March
15th - 18th

Monday 15th March : 3:30 - 4:30pm

Words & Actions to promote Mathematical Proficiencies
Rob Proffitt-White - Leading Mathematics Educator & Researcher
The Learner First
Today there are a multitude of resources available to schools which can be overwhelming for any
teacher in terms of which ones are the best or how to get the most productive use out of them.
In this session, Rob will pull together some of the key words and actions that have helped
teachers more readily integrate proficiencies and capabilities into their daily interventions from
existing resources. The techniques will afford teachers the flexibility of maintaining a repertoire of
effective pedagogies whilst maintaining the integrity of the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics
Presenter Bio
Rob is an experienced and dedicated change agent in the field of pedagogical approaches
to develop effective teaching and learning in mathematics and numeracy. He has held
teaching, lecturing, leadership and government advisory roles within UK, Middle Eastern,
Australian and New Zealand education systems.
He has gained both teachers and school leaders’ respect through his
contextualised and evidence based initiatives that help translate curriculum
research and intent into day to day activities and experiences for his teachers.
His style of professional learning empowers delegates to assess on the run,
design rich tasks and negate the pressures of content overload. Rob moved
to New Zealand in 2020 and was invited to join The Learner First team
where he continues to support teachers, leaders and education
departments in both Australia and New Zealand.
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Tuesday 16th March
2 x 30 Minute On Demand Pre-Recorded Sessions

Dr Paul Swan - Leading Australian Mathematics Educator
and Resource Creator - drpaulswan.com.au

Session 1 - Problem Solving & Reasoning
Problem Solving and Reasoning are key components of the Mathematics Curriculum.
Sometimes teachers can become so focused on building fluency that the big picture
"Problem Solving and Reasoning" tend to get 'lost'. In this session Dr Paul Swan will
present simple ideas to get problem solving started in your school. This is an on demand
pre-recorded session. Participants are able to contact the presenter after the session
with any follow up questions.

Session 2 - Making the Most of Warm Ups
The pre-start to the lesson allows teachers to focus on promoting fluency via
multiple exposures to a topic. This process is a recognised high impact
teaching strategy. In this session, Dr Paul Swan will present a few simple
ideas for ensuring warm ups are effective within Primary classroom contexts.

www.contemporarylearninghub.com
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WEEK 1

March
15th - 18th

Festival Keynote Session
17
Mar

Wednesday 17th March : 3:30 - 4:30pm

Developing Learner Agency
James Anderson
Researcher, author, trainer and speaker on Growth Mindsets, Learning Agility, Habits of Mind
and Acquisition of Excellence. https://mindfulbydesign.com/
In this insightful session, James Anderson will give a
practical and powerful way to think about, assess and
develop Learner Agency in your students.

James describes Learner Agency in terms of how
skilfully and how effectively learners engage in the
learning process. You’ll learn how to identify six types
of learners you have in your classroom by recognising
how students respond in challenges, develop their
Habits of Mind, use to mistakes and feedback and
how they invest their time and energy in achieving
growth. Importantly you’ll be introduced to key ideas
to help ensure you are teaching students how to
become better learners. After all, outstanding
outcomes only occur where quality teaching practice
meets quality learning practice.
About our Keynote Speaker
James Anderson is an Australian-based international speaker, author and educator who is
passionate about helping fellow educators develop students as better learners.
Originally a teacher and school leader, for the past 20 years,
James has been working with schools to make classrooms more
thoughtful places. He challenges teachers to think deeply about
their own mindsets and how their beliefs are communicated to
students in often subtle and unintended ways.
James’s work combines Growth Mindset with Habits of Mind
and Practice to create Learning Agility. He puts the growth
back into Growth Mindset! And, through creating and
describing the Mindset Continuum, he provides the
cornerstone for effective Growth Mindset interventions.

www.contemporarylearninghub.com
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WEEK 1
18

Mar

March
15th - 18th

Thursday 18th March : 3:30 - 4:30pm

Effective Feedback Processes in the Classroom
Dr Cam Brooks - Research Fellow and Coach on Feedback in Learning
School of Education - University of Queensland
Join Dr Cam Brooks for this session where he’ll
explore ways that feedback can be made effective
for students and sustainable for teachers. Practical
examples of the application of effective feedback
processes in the classroom will be discussed.
Presenter Bio
Cam is a Research Fellow at the School of Education
at the University of Queensland. He is a
contributing author to Instruction based on
feedback – Handbook of research on learning and
instruction. He is a leading researcher who works
with educators and schools throughout Australia to
create effective feedback cultures in schools.

www.contemporarylearninghub.com
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Mar

March
22nd - 25th

Monday 22nd March: 3:30 - 4:30pm

Greatest HITS - High Impact Teaching Strategies
Dr Paul Swan - Leading Australian Mathematics Educator and Resource Creator
drpaulswan.com.au
There are many lists of effective teaching strategies. A list based on the work of Hattie and others
is sometimes referred to as High Impact Teaching Strategies (H.I.T.S). These strategies 'fit' across
all year levels and subjects. In this session Dr Paul Swan will examine the HITS and two other lists
of effective strategies (Sullivan 6, from ACER and Anthony and Walshaw from The International
Academy of Education) in order to sift out the Greatest HITS for teaching Primary Mathematics.
While this session will involve some theory there will be practical support for leaders looking to
improve how mathematics is taught in school.
Participants will need about 100 counters (roughly 25 red, 25, blue, 25 green and 25 yellow) and
three 0-9 (10 faced dice), so they can participate and follow along. One of the HITS is setting or
articulating goals, which stems from the 'effect size' of 'teacher clarity', so here is what leaders
will leave with: A better understanding of High Impact Teaching Strategies with a focus on:
• how carefully planned teacher questioning helps students learn to problem solve and reason.
• how improving teachers ask questions will help them to differentiate to meet the needs of most
students.

Presenter Bio
Dr Paul Swan has taught mathematics in both primary and secondary schools and worked as a
Senior Lecturer in Mathematics Education at Edith Cowan University in Australia for 18
years. His website is www.drpaulswan.com.au Paul has written over 50 books, authored
numerous journal articles and created many types of mathematics games - board, card and
digital. He currently designs mathematics manipulative materials and supports schools looking
to improve the teaching of mathematics in both schools and across whole school systems
(Private, Public, State, National and International).
He has received numerous awards, including an Honorary Fellowship of
the Australian Council for Educational Leaders (ACEL) for his work with
School Leaders. For his contribution to Mathematics Education in his
home state of Western Australia he was awarded an Honorary Life
Membership by the Mathematics Association of Western Australia. He
regularly speaks on a variety of topics, particularly in early childhood and
primary (elementary education). He received his PhD in 2002 for his
study of the computational choices made by 10 - 12 year old students.
He currently continues to write and develop materials as a private
consultant to school sectors as well as industry.

www.contemporarylearninghub.com
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23
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March
22nd - 25th

Tuesday 23rd March : 3:30 – 4:30pm

Exploration: The Key to successful Student Disposition
and Achievement
Mark Hansen - Deputy Principal – Sandy Strait State School
In this session, Mark Hansen will share how Sandy Strait State School
has improved student outcomes in mathematics by focusing on
developing engaging activities and positive dispositions to learning.
Mark will share the journey taken by the school and the rationale
behind why these two areas were focused on. He will share
strategies and activities that have worked and what the next step for
the school will be in moving students forward.
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Wednesday 24th March: 3:30 - 4:30pm

Using Data Walls in Writing
Jo Klein - Head of Curriculum –
Baringa State Primary School
Join Jo Klein for this session where she will share
the journey of how the teachers and students at
Baringa State Primary School have embraced the
use of data walls in writing.
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Thursday 25th March : 3:30 - 4:30pm

Creating a Culture of Inquiry
Belinda Martin - Head of Curriculum & Inquiry Learning
Graceville State School
Join Belinda Martin for this session where she will share the journey of emphasising the
inquiry approach to learning at Graceville State School. Belinda will discuss how the inquiry
approach is both a way of being and a process that the school has adopted. The approach is
influenced by the work of Kath Murdoch.
In this session Belinda will share our examples of what powers
up inquiry by sharing some of the markers that create a
culture of inquiry in our school. She will share the links to
pedagogical practices, learning assets, formative assessment
and the Australian Curriculum.

www.contemporarylearninghub.com
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Mar Apr
29th - 1st

Monday 29th March: 3:30 - 4:30pm

Where to next?
Dr Paul Swan - Leading Australian Mathematics
Educator and Resource Creator - drpaulswan.com.au
Dr Paul Swan once saw a job description for a teacher.
The teacher has to know their stuff (content), know the
children that they are stuffing (recognise the needs of the
learner) and know how to stuff them artistically (use
effective pedagogies).
When you consider that primary teachers have to know how to teach many subjects across a
wide range, this task can seem impossible, but this can be an advantage. Despite the best
intentions of teachers at times student progress will plateau or perhaps be impacted by events
beyond their control (Covid Lockdowns).
In this session we will examine how students' literacy and basic number fact knowledge will
impact on progress. A simple set of questions (Newman Analysis) may be used to determine
issues with literacy and the way to comprehension in mathematics involves four ideas. Basic
fact knowledge is about fluency. Following a three step approach teach Practise and Apply
(T.P.A) and a logical progression for Teaching (Milestones) will help teachers work out
"Where to next?"
Participants will need to have handy a set of double six dominoes and a ten frame and ten
counters available to fully participate. A template containing the 28 dominoes that make up
a set of dominoes and a template containing a ten frame will be provided if required.

30
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Tuesday 30th March: 3:30 - 4:30pm

The Power of the Wall
Ann Suthers - Executive Coach - Brisbane City Small Schools Cluster
This session will look at how school leaders can embed a signature
pedagogical practice such as bump it up walls into all classrooms
across a school. Drawing on real experience, participants will be
shown how the focus of embedding bump it up walls throughout the
school can also create numerous positive outcomes for both teachers
and students, including:






A deeper understanding of the Australian Curriculum
Co-constructed exemplars
Peer and self-assessment and goal setting
Collective teacher efficacy
Learning walks whereby teachers are engaged in rich professional discussion and visiting
one another’s classroom

www.contemporarylearninghub.com
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Mar Apr
29th - 1st

Wednesday 31st March
Short & Sweet – 3 x 20 Minute On Demand Pre-Recorded Sessions

Adopting & adapting to cater for diverse needs
Rob Proffitt-White - Leading Mathematics Educator & Researcher
The Learner First
As part of our festival, we have asked Rob Proffitt-White and Dr Paul Swan to pre-record
some short sessions which focus on practical and high impact strategies that can be used
with Primary students to improve outcomes. These Short & Sweet recordings can be used
for your own professional development or in staff meetings with your team to build their
knowledge and understanding.
Rob Proffitt-White’s contribution to the collection of sessions are three 20 minute sessions
each targeted at a different sector of Primary - P-2, 3-4 and 5-6. Each session will focus on
the following:
Knowing how to adopt and adapt maths activities to cater to the
diverse needs of students in mixed ability situations is a challenge we
all face. Rob will summarise some of the high impact strategies and
ideas that can be taken away to start or even develop further this
technique.

1

Apr

Thursday 1st April
1 hour Pre-Recorded Session

Learning Progressions
Julie Elder - Head of Department - Curriculum - Meridan State College
In this session, our Primary Head of
Curriculum Julie Elder will take you
through how Learning Progressions
are being used successfully in the P6 classrooms at Meridan State
College. Julie will explore how you
can use learning progressions to find
entry data, track student learning
and differentiate activities to target
the specific needs of students. She
will also share strategies for how to
get students involved in tracking
their learning and celebrating their
progress.

www.contemporarylearninghub.com

